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Fill in the missing parts from the Iist of helping phrases given to you.

Topic: Being Quick-Thinking

as I lined up with my classmates
for assembly. I was having P.E. that day and our teacher was

srnce

it was Total Defence Day. On top of that, Mr Tan was my
favourite teacher and I always enjoyed his lessons so there
WAS

"These are the teachers who are not
Mrs Marianne Ho, Mr Lim Kin Mok, Miss

in school today:

I actually needed to use a fire

It was not too long ago that Mr Lee had taken our class

for Mathematics, That morning,
over the school.

as our examinations were
beginning the following week. We

and wrote down all that he said so that
we could When
the lesson ended, Mr Lee asked me to

As I was walking back to class, I

which was located at the
back of the school! I continued walking,

but the smell kept getting stronger

extinguisher in school.

sol

fl

Frowning, I
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Suddenly, I

located at the recycling centre next to

tg the instructions carefully, I pulled

:::

raimedthe"#tr

I turned, only to see Mr Tan running towards me. [------_-l
to say a word, he

'Are you okay, Zach?"

that had happened
and he Bringing me back
to class, he who was
wondering where I had disappeared

flb

the garden! [ 
--l. 

However, [--l

before it
with
fire, I

a fire

all the papers in the recycling bin just waiting to catch
had

extinguisher attached to the wall, I

one of the classrooms and
I tried

Taking a deep
breath, I

I saw that there were instructions on
the side of the extinguisher and

Following the instructions carefully,
out the safety pin,
pointed the nozzle
this time,

flames and Within a minute or
two, all the contents of the fire extinguisher were

and the fire was put out.
as I placed the fire extinguisher on the
was only then that I

All of a sudden, I

ground. Panting, it

clapped loudly for me and
to. The whole class
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"Zach, it's time to go back to class. Stop daydreaming!"
Justin

moved off. I started telling Justin what I had

been thinking about and we
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